As you know voting is now easier in Sacramento County!
In preparation for the upcoming General Election on November 6, our office is launching a new
effort to promote Vote Centers in Sacramento County. We need your help to spread the word
about the new and easy ways to vote! As part of this effort, we are reaching out to local
community organizations to see if they would be willing to “adopt” a vote center in their local
neighborhood.
There are several ways in which you can adopt a vote center. For instance, in Sacramento
County, the Greater Sacramento Urban League created unique signage and promoted their
vote center on social media. The Urban League also organized a high school marching band to
play on Election Day to further increase awareness of their location and the last day to vote.
Here are some other ideas on how your organization can adopt a vote center in your
community:
•
Create and decorate directional signs and put them in the neighborhood and outside
your vote center.
•
Promote your vote center on social media platforms. This could include making social
media graphics, making videos, drafting tweets, or giving voting tips.
•
Host a voter education or get-out-the-vote event!
•
Make festive decorations to decorate your vote center. This could include anything
from balloons, to table cloths, festive bunting, and so forth.
•
Provide Election Day volunteers or bilingual vote center workers at your local vote
center. Vote centers always need extra help on Election Day, so this is a great way to volunteer
in your community.
Would your organization be interested in adopting a vote center in your community? You can
adopt a Vote Center for one day, or multiple days. If you are interested, please reply to this
email or contact Olivia Wardlaw (OWardlaw@sos.ca.gov) for more details.
Thank you!
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